1. A planar graph G is a graph which may be topologically imbedded in a plane or equivalently in a sphere. N.a.s.c. for this to happen have been given by Kuratowski,1 Hassler Whitney,2 and Saunders Mac Lane.3 The simplest formulation is Mac Lane's who has proved a particularly elegant theorem. We propose to give here a new and more rapid proof of this proposition-more rapid because of the utilization of some well-known results from two-dimensional algebraic topology.
2. A graph G, as we understand it, is a finite collection of vertices a1, a2, aa, and disjoint arcs b1, b2, .. ., ba, which is connected and such that every arc joins two distinct vertices. The characteristic x(G) of G satisfies x(G) = ao -al = 1-R. Here R is the first Betti number of G.
By a loop X of G is meant an oriented Jordan curve made up of closed arcs of G. The loop X thus determines a unique one-cycle also designated for convenience by X. We prove with little difficulty: there is a base for the one-cycles made up of loops X1, * * , XR.
3. If K is a cell-complex of any dimension, let IKI denote the polyhedron which is the set of all points in all cells of K. Suppose that K is a two-complex with ah, h-cells, h = 0, 1, 2. Its characteristic X(K) = ao -a, + a2 depends solely on IKI and so may as well be written X(JKI).4 We say that K covers IKI.
We shall be concerned almost exclusively with complexes covering a surface (two-manifold). Let then K cover a surface and let ch be its oriented two-cells and Xh = 5ch, the chain-boundary loop of Ch. Let also r be the graph made up of the closed arcs of K. One recognizes at once the following properties of K phrased in terms of r:
(A) F is connected5 (hence a graph) and nonseparable (no removal of a vertex disconnects r).
(B) Every arc of r belongs to exactly two loops X,.
(C) Umbrella property: The arcs bi', b2', ..., and loops Xi', X2', ..., containing any vertex a of r may be ranged in a single circular system or "umbrella" bi'Xl'b2' ... b/X/,'bl' such that bt', bh+1' are arcs of Xh(b,+1' = bit).
The next property admits of two possibilities (translation of orientability or nonorientability of K):
(D1) Orientable F: The loops Xh may be so oriented that AXh = 0, this being the only (independent) relation which they satisfy.
(D2) Nonorientable r: The loops Xh are independent.
A graph with properties A, B, Di may possess loops independent of the Xh; it is then natural to introduce for it the following character:
Another independent character is the deficiency 0, or number of excessive umbrellas, that is, which contradict C. Thus, if the vertex a has 1 + k umbrellas, its contribution to 0 is k.
5. THEOREM OF SAUNDERS MAC LANE. N.a.s.c. in order that a nonseparable graph G with first Betti number R on reals be planar is that it contain a set of loops X0, X1, . . ., XR such that: (a) every arc of G belongs to exactly two loops of the set; (b) the only independent chain-relation between the loops of the set is 2Xh = 0.
Assuming G on a sphere S one verifies at once necessity. Suppose now that the conditions are fulfilled. Let KG be the complex obtained by spanning the Xh with two-cells ch.6 Under our assumptions every nonvertex point of 1KG! has for neighborhood a two-cell. An umbrella of G, say of center ah, gives rise in IKG! to a two-cell or disk containing ah. Hence, if ah is the center of 1 + Ph umbrellas, it has in IKG! a neighborhood made up of 1 + Ph disks with one common point. Thus, IKG! is a surface if and only if everyph = 0, that is, if 0 = 2pPh = 0. We replace KG by a complex K whose arcs and two-cells are disposed as in KG but with just one umbrella at each vertex. Thus 1K! will be a surface.
The first step in the construction of K is as follows: let ui, ..., up, be the umbrellas centered at a,. Replace a, by new vertices a1,,, h = 1, 2, . . ., pi leaving all but the uh and attached two-cells untouched. Replace now uh by an umbrella uh' and disk centered at alh and with elements disposed like those of uh plus disk. Let K1 be the resulting new complex. We will now show that pi = 0, hence likewise every Ph = 0 = 0, so that KG is a surface.
Suppose that pi t 0. Let G1 be the graph made up of the closed arcs of K1. Since G is nonseparable, Gi is connected. Hence, a11 and a12 may be joined in G1 by an arc u. To this arc there corresponds a loop X in G obtained from the coincidence of al2 with all. Since 1A is lost in the passage G -G1, we have R(G1) < R(G) = R.
But obviously Xo, X1, . . ., XR are still present and independent in Gi. Hence, R(G1) _ R. This contradiction proves our assertion that KG is a surface. By direct calculation, however, x(KG) = x(G) + 1 + R = 1-1 + (1 + R) = 2.
Hence, KG covers a sphere S in which G is imbedded. This completes the proof of the theorem. Examples: Imbedding in a projective plane: e = 1, with D2, (x = 1); imbedding in a torus; e = 2 with Dl(x = 0).
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In mice, gamma-globulin (of the 7S'y2a class)4 occurs in genetically segregating variant forms (allotypes). In a preceding paper, a new effect called facilitation of hemolysis was described, which makes it possible to determine the allotype of antibodies secreted by individual cells.5 In experiments to be described in this paper, hemolysis facilitation was applied to study heterozygous cells, and it will be shown that in single cells only one of the two parental phenotypes can be recognized.
